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Abstract. Web design methodologies should be able to provide a re-
quirements analysis stage to consider the large and heterogeneous au-
dience of Web applications. In this stage, non-functional requirements
(NFRs) should be addressed in order to improve the quality of the Web
application perceived by users. To this aim, dierent congurations of re-
quirements could be implemented depending on the NFRs preferred by
the Web user. Furthermore, prioritizing and making tradeos between
NFRs is crucial for satisfying the audience of Web applications. There-
fore, this work presents an algorithm based on the Pareto optimal ap-
proach to evaluate and select the optimal conguration of requirements
for a Web application. To do this, the NFRs are maximized according to
a priority list provided by the audience. Our approach is illustrated with
a running example.
Keywords: non-functional requirements, Web engineering, goal-oriented
requirements engineering
1 Introduction
Unlike traditional stand-alone software, the audience of Web applications is both
open and large. Therefore, users may have dierent goals and preferences and
stakeholders (in this context, stakeholders are individuals or organizations who
aect or are aected directly or indirectly by the development project in a posi-
tive or negative form [9]) should be able to cope with these heterogeneous needs
by means of an explicit requirements analysis stage in which functional and
non-functional requirements are considered [2].
Functional requirements (FRs) describe the system services, behavior or func-
tions, whereas non-functional requirements (NFRs), also known as quality re-
quirements, specify a constraint in the application to build or in the development
process [7]. An eective denition of requirements improves the quality of the
nal product. Unfortunately, in most of the Web engineering approaches, a com-
plete analysis of requirements is performed considering only FRs, thus leaving
aside the NFRs until the implementation stage. We totally agree with [3] the
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argument that NFRs are a very important issue and must be considered from
the very beginning of the development process, to be analyzed in depth, in order
to improve the quality of the Web application perceived by users.
Interestingly, the recent inclusion of goal-oriented techniques in Web require-
ments engineering [4] oers a better analysis in the requirements stage since
requirements are explicity specied in goal-oriented models in order to support
reasoning about organizational objectives, alternatives and implications, thus
having a deep understanding about the domain. This has allowed the stakehold-
ers to choose among the design decisions that can be taken to satisfy the goals
and evaluate the implementation of certain requirements in particular (including
NFRs). However, this is not enough to ensure that the Web application satises
the real user needs because they do not oer mechanisms to maximize NFRs,
i.e., to nd a tradeo between the FRs and NFRs.
Therefore, not paying attention to eliciting, documenting and tracking NFRs
makes harder for the stakeholders to take design choices. Consequently, the qual-
ity of the Web application perceived by users will be aected negatively. Thus,
NFRs need to be addressed to enable the stakeholder to choose among multiple
congurations maximizing the NFRs, helping them to take design choices which
positively aects the quality of the Web application, i.e., maximizing the NFRs
navigability and accessibility, improves the browsing user experience.
Bearing these considerations in mind, this paper presents an algorithm that
allows the stakeholder to evaluate the implementation of certain requirements
considering the NFRs maximization. The algorithm is based on the Pareto op-
timal approach [10] , which is useful when there are multiple competing and
conicting objectives that need to be balanced. The algorithm thus constructs
a group of congurations (called Pareto front) optimizing the NFRs. A cong-
uration only can be considered on the Pareto front, if and only if, it maximizes
a NFR and the other ones remain the same, or they are maximized too. From
these balanced congurations, the stakeholder can select the nal conguration
taking into account the dierent NFRs from the beginning of the development
process. The proposal presented in this paper is dened upon our Web engineer-
ing method A-OOH (Adaptive Object Oriented Hypermedia method) [1] although
it can be applied to any other Web engineering approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2, presents re-
lated work relevant to the context of this work. Section 3, describes the proposal
for goal-oriented requirements analysis where is found the contribution of this
work and introduces a running example for demonstration purposes. The Pareto
algorithm for softgoals maximization and its application (described step by step)
is presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work is presented in
Section 5.
2 Related Work
In our previous work [2], a systematic literature review has been conducted for
studying requirement engineering techniques in the development of Web applica-
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tions. Our ndings showed that most of the Web engineering approaches focus on
the analysis and design phases and do not give a comprehensive support to the
requirements phase. Furthermore, the NFRs are considered in a isolated form,
leaving them out of the analysis stage. In addition, we can also conclude that
the most used requirement analysis technique is UML use cases and proles. On
the other side, with regard to approaches that consider NFRs from early stages
of the development process, in [8] the authors propose a metamodel for repre-
senting usability requirements for Web applications. Moreover, in [3] the authors
present the state-of-the-art for NFRs in a MDD (Model-Driven Development),
as well as an approach for a MDD process (outside the eld of Web engineering).
Unfortunately, these works overlook how to maximize the NFRs.
To sum up, there have been many attempts to provide techniques and meth-
ods to deal with some aspects of the requirements engineering process for Web
applications. Nevertheless, there is still a need for solutions that considers NFRs
from beginning of the Web application development process, in order to assure
that they will be satised at the same time that the functional requirements are
met, improving the quality of the Web application perceived by users.
3 Specifying Requirements in Web Engineering
This section briey describes our proposal to specify requirements in the con-
text of a Web modeling method by using i* models [6], [1]. As a goal-oriented
analysis technique, the i* framework focuses on the description and evalua-
tion of alternatives and their relationships to the organizational objectives. This
proposal supports an automatic derivation of Web conceptual models from a
requirements model by means of a set of transformation rules.
Following, we shortly describe an excerpt of the i* framework which is rel-
evant for the present work. For a further explanation, we refer the reader to
[11]. The i* framework consists of two models: the strategic dependency (SD)
model to describe the dependency relationships (represented as ) among var-
ious actors in an organizational context, and the strategic rationale (SR) model,
used to describe actor interests and concerns and how they might be addressed.
The SR model (represented as ) provides a detailed way of modeling internal
intentional elements and relationships of each actor ( ). Intentional elements
are goals ( ), tasks ( ), resources ( ) and softgoals ( ). Intentional rela-
tionships are means-end links ( ) representing alternative ways for fullling
goals; task-decomposition links ( ) representing the necessary elements for a
task to be performed; or contribution links (
help
hurt ) in order to model how an
intentional element contributes to the satisfaction or fulllment of a softgoal.
Possible labels for a contribution link are \Make", \Some+", \Help", \Hurt",
\Some-", \Break", \Unknown", indicating the (positive, negative or unknown)
strength of the contribution.
To adapt i* framework to the Web engineering domain we use the taxonomy
of Web requirements presented in [5]. Next, we have used the extension mecha-
nisms of UML to dene a prole for using i* to specic Web domain terminology.
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Therefore, new stereotypes have been added according to the dierent kind of
Web requirements (NFRs are modeled directly using the i* softgoal element).
A sample application of the i* modeling framework for Web domain is shown
in Figure 1, which represents the SR model of our running example for the Con-
ference Management System (CMS), the complete specication of the case study
can be found at: http://users.dsic.upv.es/~west/iwwost01. The purpose of
the system is to support the process of submission, evaluation and selection of
papers for a conference. It is important to highlight that each element from
Figure 1 corresponds to a requirement type from the taxonomy previously men-
tioned, i.e., the content requirement (Content) from the taxonomy is displayed
with the notation \Resource" from i* and the navigational (Navigational) and
service (Service) requirements with the symbol \Task" from i*, both with their
respective associations (decomposition-links). The extract of the CMS example
is focused on the selection of the review process. Four actors participate in the
CMS, but due to space limitations, for this example only the author, reviewer
and system actors were considered. In this case, three actors are detected that
depend on each other, namely \Reviewer", \Author" and \Conference Man-
agement System". The reviewer needs to use the CMS to \Review paper". The
author depends on the CMS in order to \Paper be reviewed". These dependencies
and the CMS actor are modeled by a SD and SR models in Figure 1.
The goal of the CMS actor is \Process of review of papers be selected". To
fullll this goal, the SR model indicates that one of the two navigational require-
ments: \Blind review process" or \Normal review process" should be performed.
In this running example, the path to achieve the goal of the CMS actor is by
means of the navigational requirement \Blind review process". We can observe in
the SR model that some navigational and service requirements are decomposed
in other requirements, some of them aects positively or negatively some NFRs
(sofgoals hereinafter), i.e., the service requirement \Download paper without au-
thors' name" needs the content requirement \Papers", also, aects positively the
softgoal \Privacy be maximized" and in some negatively form the softgoal \Ob-
tain more complete info". This fact is very important to see how to satisfy the
goal \Process of review of papers be selected" considering the Web application
softgoals.
4 Optimizing NFRs in Web Applications
In this section, we present a proposal (see Figure 2) which provides support
for the stakeholder in order to evaluate and decide which functional require-
ments have to be implemented to improve the Web application functionality
while NFRs are maximizing. To do this, we extend the goal-oriented require-
ment approach for Web engineering, described in Section 3, with the Pareto
front algorithm, in order to achieve the optimal conguration based on the soft-
goals maximization. Also, a set of steps in order to fully satisfy the stakeholder
goals have been dened. Therefore, the eect of the implementation of a set of
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Fig. 1. Part of the Conference Management System requirements expressed in a SR
and SD Models.
FR can be assessed and the best among several implementation options can be
selected by prioritizing the softgoals while still satisfying the goals.
The Pareto front algorithm is useful when there are multiple competing and
conicting objectives [10] that need to be balanced. The Pareto front is a notion
from economics widely applied to engineering, which is described as follows:
\given a set of alternative allocations and a set of individuals, allocation A is an
improvement over allocation B only if A can make at least one individual better
than B, without making any other worse". In this sense, a set of individuals refers
to the set of requirements, also, a set of alternative allocations corresponds to
the state of the requirement (implemented or not implemented), and make an
individual better by means of maximizing softgoals, and the opposite, means
weakening softgoals. Therefore, a Pareto front, is one that no other conguration
better satises a single softgoal, while satisfying the others equally. The set
of Pareto congurations can be used to make a well-informed decision about
which requirements conguration is the optimal to balance the tradeo between
softgoals.
Finding the set of Pareto optimal conguration can be dened as the prob-
lem of nding a (decision) vector of decision variables X (i.e., a valid imple-
mented/not implemented requirements conguration), which maximizes a vector
ofM objective functions fi(X) (i.e., the satisfaction of softgoal i in conguration
X) where i = 1::M (with M the amount of softgoals). To do so, the concept
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of domination between vectors is dened as follows: a decision vector X is said
to dominate a decision vector Y (also written X  Y ) if and only if their cor-
responding objective vectors of objective functions fi(X) and fj(X) satises:
8i 2 f1:::Mgfi(X)  fi(Y ) and 9i 2 f1:::Mgfi(X) > fi(Y ), it is then said that
all decision vectors that are not dominated by any other decision vectors form
the Pareto optimal set, while the corresponding objective vectors are said to
form the Pareto front. Our approach as a running example is described next.
4.1 The Pareto Algorithm as a Running Example
Following the Pareto eciency, we have dened the following steps to determine
the Pareto optimal conguration for requirements implementation while the soft-
goals are balanced and maximized (see Figure 2). At the same time, these steps
are applied in our running example presented in Section 3.
Fig. 2. Overview of the Pareto approach.
Step 1. Create the initial requirements model. The stakeholder cre-
ates an initial requirements model (IRM) using the i* framework with which
species the goals, softgoals and functional requirements (Navigational, Service,
Personalization, Layout and Content) that the Web application must satisfy.
This IRM species the requirements that must be implemented as a rst pro-
totype of the nal Web application. At the same time, the stakeholder denes
a list of softgoals sorted by priority, with which species the softgoals that the
Web application must accomplish. For this running example, the requirements
model is the one described in Section 3.
Step 2. Create a requirements list. The second step consists of develop-
ing a list of the requirements (implemented or not) that contribute to any soft-
goal in the i* requirements model (see Table 1). This table shows a requirements
list and their type of contributions to the softgoals, where \S1" corresponds to
softgoal \Be fair in review" from requirements model, \S2" to \Review process
easier", \S3" represents \Accurate review process", \S4" conforms to \Privacy
be maximized", \S5" \Avoid possible conicts of interest" and \S6" it is the
\Obtain more complete info".
Step 3. Store each possible requirements conguration. In this step,
each possible implementation (conguration) of N requirements is stored in a
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Table 1. The requirements contributions to softgoals.
Requirements \S1" \S2" \S3" \S4" \S5" \S6"
R1.- \Blind review process" Help Break Hurt - Help -
R2.- \Download papers without authors' name" - - - Help - Some -
R3.- \Normal review process" Some - Make Help - - -
R4.- \Download paper with authors' name" - - - Some - Hurt Help
R5.- \View review process status" - - - - - Help
decision vector Xv: 8v0  v < 2N , 8i 2 f1:::NgXvi = Ti, where Xvi is the ith
element of Xv, Ti = I if the requirement is implemented and Ti = N if the
requirement is not implemented.
Step 4. Assign a weight to each contribution from requirements to
softgoals. The contribution of each requirement (implemented or not) must be
quantied. To this aim, the stakeholder creates a matrix by using the following
weights to each kind of contribution: w= 0 if the requirement does not contribute
to any softgoal, w= +1 if there is a Help contribution link, w= -1 if there is a
Hurt contribution, w= +2 if there is a Some + link, w= -2 if the contribution
is Some -, w= +4 if there is a Make and w= -4 if there is a Break contribution
link.
Therefore, the matrix is dened, so that each entry W kij corresponds to the
contribution of the ith requirement to the jth softgoal on the k status (imple-
mented or not): 8i 2 f1:::Ng, 8j 2 f1:::Mg, 8k 2 fI;Ng W kij = w, where N is
the number of requirements and M is the number of softgoals, and w is dened
as previously described.
For computing the objective functions in this running example, the following
matrix (1) is dened containing the quantication of each requirement to soft-
goals, as explained in the previous section. As an example, row 3, (requirement
\Normal review process"), column 2 (softgoal \Review process easier"), shows
\+4" in the matrix, indicating a \Make" contribution if the requirement is im-
plemented, and on the other side, if the requirement \Blind review process" (row
1) is implemented, column 2 will be indicating \-4" in the matrix, this means a
\Break" contribution.
M
k
ij
=
0BBBBB@
+1  4  1 0 +1 0
0 0 0 +1 0  2
 2 +4 +1 0 0 0
0 0 0  2  1 +1
0 0 0 0 0 +1
1CCCCCA (1)
Step 5. The objective function. For each softgoal j the corresponding
objective function Fj with respect to a decision vector Xv is calculated by sum-
ming the contributions of all requirements to each softgoal j taking into account
the requirements conguration dened in xv: 8j 2 f1:::Mg, 8v0  v < 2N
Fj(Xv) = 
M
j=1W
k
ij
, where N is the number of requirements, M is the number
of softgoals.
Finally, the sum of all objective functions with respect to a decision vectorXv
is computed to obtain the overall tness of the decision vector Xv: 8j 2 f1:::Ng,
8v0  v < 2N Mj=1Fj(Xv), where N is the number of requirements and M is
the number of softgoals.
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Table 2 shows all possible decision vectors (column 2 to 6, all rows), in
other words, all possible requirements congurations, where \I" represents the
status \Implemented" and \N" represents \Not implemented". The results of
the corresponding objective functions are shown in columns 7 to 12, and the
overall tness for each decision vector is shown in column 13. Finally, in the last
column, we indicate if the corresponding decision vector is in the Pareto front.
Grey rows are the Pareto front.
Table 2. The posible requirements to implement or not for the softgoal tradeo.
Conguration R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 F(S1) F(S2) F(S3) F(S4) F(S5) F(S6) Pareto front
X1 I I I I I -1 0 0 -1 0 0 No
X2 I I I I N -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 No
X3 I I I N I -1 0 0 1 1 -1 Yes
X4 I I I N N -1 0 0 1 1 -2 No
X5 I I N I I 1 -4 -1 -1 0 0 Yes
X6 I I N I N 1 -4 -1 -1 0 -1 No
X7 I I N N I 1 -4 -1 1 1 -1 Yes
X8 I I N N N 1 -4 -1 1 1 -2 No
X9 I N I I I -1 0 0 -2 0 2 Yes
X10 I N I I N -1 0 0 -2 0 1 No
X11 I N I N I -1 0 0 0 1 1 Yes
X12 I N I N N -1 0 0 0 1 0 No
X13 I N N I I 1 -4 -1 -2 0 2 Yes
X14 I N N I N 1 -4 -1 -2 0 1 No
X15 I N N N I 1 -4 -1 0 1 1 Yes
X16 I N N N N 1 -4 -1 0 1 0 No
X17 N I I I I -2 4 1 -1 -1 0 Yes
X18 N I I I N -2 4 1 -1 -1 -1 No
X19 N I I N I -2 4 1 1 0 -1 Yes
X20 N I I N N -2 4 1 1 0 -2 No
X21 N I N I I 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 No
X22 N I N I N 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 No
X23 N I N N I 0 0 0 1 0 -1 Yes
X24 N I N N N 0 0 0 1 0 -2 No
X25 N N I I I -2 4 1 -2 -1 2 Yes
X26 N N I I N -2 4 1 -2 -1 1 No
X27 N N I N I -2 4 1 0 0 1 Yes
X28 N N I N N -2 4 1 0 0 0 No
X29 N N N I I 0 0 0 -2 -1 2 Yes
X30 N N N I N 0 0 0 -2 -1 1 No
X31 N N N N I 0 0 0 0 0 1 Yes
X32 N N N N N 0 0 0 0 0 0 No
Step 6. Maximize the softgoals and still satisfaying the goals. In this
step the stakeholder creates a list of softgoals sorted by priority (the softgoals
priority was stablished in the list from Step 1 by the stakeholder) and a list
of goals that the Web application has to achieve. For this case, the softgoals
priority list is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Softgoals priority list for achieve the goal \Process of review of papers be
selected".
Order Softgoal
1 \S4.- Privacy be maximized"
2 \S2.- Review process easier"
3 \S3.- Accurate review process"
4 \S1.- Be fair in review"
5 \S5.- Avoid possible conicts os interest"
6 \S6.- Obtain more complete info"
Step 7. Select the Pareto optimal conguration. Finally, according
to Table 3, the two most important softgoals to maximize are \S4" and \S2".
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Therefore, it is necessary to select the nal solution according to the priorities
established over the softgoals.
First of all, it is necessary to select the congurations that besides being
Pareto front satisfy the goal \Process of review of papers be selected", for this
running example, the congurations \X3", \X7", \X17" and \X25" are the only
ones that satisfy the goal from all the 14 congurations that are Pareto front
(see Table 2). Importantly, this step could be done in Step 5, i.e., calculating the
objective function for those congurations that satisfy the goals, but not doing
it in this form allows us to select between dierent congurations considering
only the softgoals maximization, leaving aside the goals, this gives a wider scope
to the stakeholder for the nal implementation.
The next step consists in selecting from the congurations that are Pareto
front and satisfy the goal, the ones that maximize the softgoals according with
the list from Table 3. To do this, it is necessary to check all the congurations
with the requirements model to select the congurations that allow to achieve
the goal (in this case there are two paths, i.e., two means-ends links), these are
\X3", \X7", \X17" and \X25" . Then, it is necessary to select the best option
according to the softgoals to maximize. For the softgoal \S4", \X3" and \X7"
are the congurations which its overall is maximized and, for the softgoal \S2"
are \X17" and \X25".
For this running example, the conguration \X3" is the best option, because
according with the priority list, \S4" and \S2" are the softgoals to prioritize.
The congurations \X17" and \X25" maximize \S2", however the contributions
of both to softgoal \S4" (which is the number one from the priority list) are
 1 and  2 (see Table 2). Furthermore, besides that the conguration \X3"
has an overall tness of +1 for \S4" as same as the conguration \X7", the
conguration \X3" has an overall tness of 0 for \S2" and, \X7" has an overall
tness of  4 for \S2", resulting more aected that the conguration \X3" (see
Table 2), with which indicating that optimizing security comes at a high cost
with respect to other softgoals (usability). The rest of solutions of the Pareto
front are intermediate congurations that lead us to dierent tradeos.
Finally, the nal requirements model (FRM) is the conguration \X3" (see
Table 2). Therefore, the requirements \R1.- Blind review process", \R2.- Down-
load papers without authors name", \R3.- Normal review process" and \R5.-
View review process status" must be implemented in order to maximize the
softgoals \S4.- Privacy be maximized" and \S2.- Review process easier". In
\X3" only \R4" is not implemented. These requirements enable alternative paths
(means-ends links) to satisfy the goal.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have presented an extension to our goal-oriented requirements
analysis approach for the development of Web applications. Our approach al-
lows the stakeholder to evaluate and decide which requirements conguration
to implement. To do so, we devised an algorithm based on the Pareto optimal
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approach that is particularly suited to balance and maximize the conicting
softgoals. Furthermore, it facilitates the evaluation of the obtained (Pareto) op-
timal solutions and the selection of the nal solution taking into account the
priorities of softgoals. To do this, it includes weighted contributions according to
the importance of softgoals, in order to further help the stakeholder to balance
and optimize the dierent softgoals. Future work consists in the integration of
our goal-oriented approach for requirements analysis and the Pareto algorithm
in a MDD solution for the development of Web applications, within the A-OOH
approach.
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